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Step 4 maps

We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
STEP 4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

We made a **SEARCHING** and **FEARLESS**

- **Def**
  - This is what searching means to me.
  - This is what fearless means to me.

**MORAL**

- **Def**
  - This is what moral means to me.

**INVENTORY**

- **Def**
  - This is what inventory means to me.

Def = Definition
STEP 4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

We made a searching and fearless ....inventory

- Def
  - This is what this phrase means to me.

- L
  - These are some times when I have worked hard and long at trying to figure out something about myself.

- L
  - These are some times when I have been fearless in thinking about who I am.

- L
  - This is a picture that shows how I feel when I am fearlessly looking at my good and bad points. (Draw or describe.)

Def = Definition  L = Leads to
STEP 4. We made a searching and fearless **moral inventory of ourselves.**

**moral inventory of ourselves.**

This is how I would say this in my own words.

These are the steps I will take to make a moral inventory.

These are some of the things I will have to overcome to make a moral inventory.

These are pictures of how I will feel about myself while I’m making a moral inventory and after I have completed it. (Draw or describe.)
STEP 4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

Def

This is how I would say this in my own words.

These are some of the good things about me.

These are some of the bad things about me.

This is a picture of how I am feeling about myself right now.
(Draw or describe.)